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EVENTUALLY EVERYTHING CONNECTS 
People, ideas, objects.  The quality of the connections is the key to quality.      

Charles Eames    
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ABOUT   US
Groeneveld Civil offers a comprehensive solution 
to the construction of civil engineering projects.

We are based in Stellenbosch and operate 
throughout the Western Cape. Here in the Boland, 
we are surrounded by majestic mountains and 
rivers and constantly reminded of layer upon 
layer of history.

We aim to celebrate our heritage, by respecting 
the resources we utilize and to consume 
responsibly.

We are owner managed, versatile and focused 
on delivering quality product, on time and within 
budget.

We are constantly striving to balance these 
outcomes with renewable construction, training 
and empowering our workforce.

With our qualified Site Engineers, trained 
workforce and specialized plant, we are geared 
to execute:

· earthworks
· underground services
· roads,
· dams
· gabion walls – see: www.stonemasons.co.za 

CERTIFICATION
Groeneveld Civil has a: 
BBBEE LV3 Certificatification.
A 7CE CIDB Rating (CRS number: 10089620)

We are registered with the Bargaining Council 
for the Civil Engineering Industry (BCCEI).
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MEET  THE  TEAM

Org Groeneveld
Managing Director

0825573929
org@groeneveld.za.com
 

Jeff Price
Procurement and Administration Manager

0609603905
jeff@groeneveld.za.com
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Nic Latsky
Contracts Manager

0735779082
nic@groeneveld.za.com

Joheine  Albanie - Senior Site Agent
joheine@groeneveld.za.com

0609667850

Kerwyn Muller - Senior Site Agent  
kerwyn@groeneveld.za.com

0826202049

Odendaal Gerber
Contracts manager

0715579875
odendaal@groeneveld.za.com
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WHY US?

WITH OUR QUALIFIED SITE ENGINEERS, 

TRAINED WORKFORCE AND SPECIALIZED 

PLANT, WE ARE GEARED TO EXECUTE ALL 

YOUR CIVIL ENGINEERING PROJECTS.
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EARTHWORKS

OUR SERVICES

The key to economic earthworks construction, is to plan and move material once according to an optimised mass earth moving 
diagram. No matter how big or small the project, planning and control cannot be neglected.

We believe in state of the art survey technology, effective excavation equipment and calculated compaction application. The above 
can only be attained with proper supervision and controlled accuracy and testing.

We further consider recycling, dust-control and limited water resources into account throughout the process.

We have successfully completed many challenging earthworks projects for example:

• Restricted excavations such as Electricity House CBD, Kelderhof SSW and The Sanctuary SSW
• Mass haul and compaction with very limited access and during extremely wet conditions, such as Mont Rochelle access 
• Franchhoek, Noble Hill Paarl, RFG Simondium and Greystreet Welgemoed, Rickety Bridge Franchhoek.
• Sensitive eco environments such as Mills Hemel & Aarde, Skulpiesbaai Stillbay and Montagu Springs.
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CIVIL UNDERGROUND SERVICES
The quality of underground services construction is in level control, bedding and blanket support and proper chamber construction. 
There are few operations on site as rewarding as working with a proper pipe laying team of surveyors, section leaders, pipe levellers 
and artisans. These operations often target meterage and quantity and again the key to successful production of these services 
lies in the planning of optimum routes and materials delivery schedules. But the key to successful completion and hand-over of 
these services lies in the proper recording and testing of grades and pressure and compaction throughout the construction process.

• Our pipe layers have completed a multiple of underground services installations with pride.
• Storm water outfalls, Albany Bakery Bellville, Melrose Place Stellenbosch, Owloon Farm Paarl and Mont Rochelle Franchhoek
• Sewer and stormwater, Ceres Fruit growers, Bridge House Franchhoek
• Effluent Antonij Rupert Wines Franchhoek, RFG Simondium
• Combined residential services, Central Park SSW, New Court Steenberg Tokai, Skulpiesbaai Stilbaai, Killarney Junction, Hope 

& Light SSW, Panorama Palms
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ROADWORKS
The most expensive part of most of our comprehensive contracts turns out to be roadworks, mostly due to the cost of importing 
and exporting materials and finishing elements. Proper engineering calls for maximizing the structural ability of every layer and 
supporting installation. We concentrate on accuracy, materials selection, processing, moisture control, compaction and aesthetic 
finishing of the highest standard.

We are proud of our many successful roadways:
• 
• Concrete surface beds at Haute Cabriere, Albany Bakery Bellville, Chep warehouse Kraaifontein, Excelsior farm Over-hex.
• Asphalt premix at Scottsdene residential Kraaifontein, International storage Durbanville, Sanctuary SSW, Arabella Estate 

Kleinmond, Lazer logistics Kuilsrivier
• Industrial Brickpaving at Killarney Junction, Kempston Park, Albany bakery Bellville, CFG Ceres, marcels Yogurt Stellenbosch
• Exposed aggregate paving at Central Park SSW, Valleisig Durbanville, Greystreet Welgemoed, Rupert & Rothschild Cellar 

road Simondium, Noble Hill Simondium, New Court Steenberg Tokai, Mont Rochelle Franchhoek, Skulpiesbaai Stilbaai.
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DAMS
There is no doubt that the recent droughts have drawn the awareness to proper construction of dams. A lot of surface water is lost to 
seepage and evaporation and proper channelling and storage can go a long way in procuring this scarce resource. A lot of farms and 
estates are on high laying areas, with the potential to salvage mountain run-off in various ways. Proper hydrological assessments 
in conjunction with expert geologists and engineers can result in effective water retention. We have come to appreciate the 
complexities of these constructions and the inroads made by technological materials and methods.

This field will keep growing as the need intensifies and the solutions become more exciting. We hope to keep abreast with 
developments and to keep procuring and participating in these contracts.

We have to date been part of the following exciting projects:

• Kyburgh dam Stellenbosch, Mont Rochelle comprehensive Storm water drainage and outlet structures , Rhodes Food Group 
wastewater facility, Antonij Rupert wines waste water management
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LANDSCAPING
The preparation of landscaping areas for planting or decoration or land art features, forms part of earthworks, but takes some 
additional skill and finesse to prepare the platform and irrigation mains for finishing by viticulturists and horticulturists. The 
selection of final layers and non-symmetrical shaping requires skill and careful surveying and coordination with the professionals.

We pride ourselves in the way we approach these projects.
• 
• Contracts that stands out are Mont Rochelle wine farm, Valleisig Durbanville, CFG Ceres, Sanctuary SSW, Tokai Estate and 

central Park SSW.

BRIDGES
We have learnt a lot from constructing bridges as far as founding and accuracy goes. The challenges of working in a high water 
table or cofferdam requires proper planning and engineering construction. We have had the opportunity to construct 2 bridges with 
very skilful and experienced design engineers at Montagu Springs and Rupert and Rothschild.

Both projects turned out very successfully and we have used what we learned to construct various subsequent complex RC 
structures. We look forward confidently to taking on similar projects.
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The Virgin Hotel Group was one of our first clients and they gave us an opportunity that 
allowed us to really grow our operations. The farm faces north with the most stunning 
views of the valley and a backdrop of dramatic mountains, yet walking distance from 
the Franchhoek town centre.

The Virgin Hotel Group was one of our first clients 

and they gave us an opportunity that allowed us to 

really grow our operations. The farm faces north 

with the most stunning views of the valley and 

a backdrop of dramatic mountains, yet walking 

distance from the Franchhoek town centre.

We started with the construction of an access road 

and services to the hotel in the early wet winter 

of 2015. We rained out many times but managed 

to complete the works on time and without snags. 

Well done Jaco and team, no small feat! Further 

works included the winery roads and services 

as well as a tricky tennis court construction on 

a swamp area adjacent to the hotel. Recently 

we returned to construct the major stormwater 

backbone to harvest and direct the run-off from 

the farm to irrigation dams.

We have enjoyed working with a great team of 

Professionals and Hotel and Farm management. 

All individuals with low egos, task driven, involved, 

fun and creative, they are all living proof that the 

Branson way works! We look forward to many 

more successful projects and we thank you for 

shaping our destiny and inspiring us with your 

simple philosophy of business.

PROJECT CASE STUDY
MONT ROCHELLE
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CONTACT NUMBER

TEL:  021 882 9344 

INFO:  ADMIN@GROENEVELD.ZA.COM

TENDERS:  TENDERS@GROENEVELD.ZA.COM

FINANCIAL:  ACCOUNTS@GROENEVELD.ZA.COM 

PHYSICAL ADDRESS:

7 SCHOONGEZICHT STREET

SIMONSWYK 

STELLENBOSCH 7612

CONTACT US
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